Dynamic volume change measurements of cereal materials by environmental scanning electron microscopy and videomicroscopy.
Moisture migration induced volume change in cereal materials was studied by environmental scanning electron microscopy, videomicroscopy and stereoscopy. It is shown that the in situ volume change can be monitored by the changes of projection area with the assumption of isotropic swelling/shrinkage. The projection area change from videomicroscopy matches well with the volume change by stereoscopy after dimensional normalization. The arbitrary volume values in between two relative humidity levels are available by interpolating the equilibrium volumes at beginning and ending. The sorption/desorption curves were fitted by the 'parallel exponential kinetics' model, which described two independent, parallel processes as 'slow' and 'fast'. In the low relative humidity range, sorption curves match well with the 'parallel exponential kinetics' model and the two parallel processes tend to be identical when relative humidity increases. The diffusivity of water moisture in a cracker, which was estimated by the half-equilibrium principle, has a strong dependence on relative humidity.